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Join our Channel Partner Program to start doing more business today. Dependability in any
environment. I'd like to receive news and commercial info from Schneider Electric and its
affiliates via electronic communication means such as email. For more details, please read our
Privacy Policy. Please provide this information. Please enter a valid email address. Please
check this box. We are excited that you have joined the group. You will receive your welcome
email soon describing the program and what to expect in the upcoming weeks. Our teams
continue to adapt to local changes and requirements. Read more. Join our Channel Partner
Program to start doing more business today Become a partner and gain access to
industry-leading products and solutions that enable your business to be more successful and
lead to increased opportunities. Learn more. Get started. Discover more. Quick links. Explore
more. Need help choosing a UPS? Infrastructure Solutions for Edge Computing. APC Home
Solutions. All done! Your browser is out of date and has known security issues. It also may not
display all features of this website or other websites. Please upgrade your browser to access all
of the features of this website. Internet Explorer 9 or higher is recommended for optimal
functionality. Chat Do you have questions or need assistance? We use cookies to provide you
with a better onsite experience. By continuing to browse the site you are agreeing to our use of
cookies in accordance with our Cookie Policy. Published date: 17 August Once the cards have
been configured with an IP address, Subnet Mask, and Default Gateway the cards can be
accessed, managed, and controlled from other computers on the network. There are multiple
configuration options available, outlined below, for each family of Network Management Cards
or devices that have embedded versions of these products. Please keep in mind that with
certain firmware releases, the NMC can obtain a DHCP address and also prevent the wizard
from working correctly. In addition, check the card you are trying to configure. Ultimately, your
computer and the NMC will be on a peer to peer network which will allow for configuration as
well. This is a known issue and has been resolved with AOS 6. Part numbers are below for
common devices. Please refer to the User Guide if you are not sure or your device is not listed.
After connecting the correct cable, start the terminal emulation program of your choice.
Configure port settings appropriately for the device you are attached to refer to the User Guide
for the particular device. Rack PDU bps, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, and no flow control.
Rack Air Removal Unit bps, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, and no flow control. Apply the port
settings to establish the connection. You are now in the control console. Accept changes. Press
Ctrl-C to return to main menu. Log out of console to save changes. Now, you can remotely log
into the NMC using web access or Telnet. Refer to User Guide. Within a UPS, the NMC2 devices
communicate with the following port settings: bps, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, and no flow
control. Press enter times to display the username prompt. Text in italics indicates a variable.
For each variable, type a numeric value that has the format xxx. To do this, right click on the
Command Prompt shortcut and select "Run as Administrator. Log out to save changes. DHCP
option 12 uses the devices' host name. As of AOS 5. It is also available on a sticker on the
NMC2 itself. However, it worked every time max wait 16 minutes. Depending on your network
setup, your experience may differ. Your UPS display will look similar to one of the following
types shown below. Press ESC to bring up the Menu, if not already displayed. Return to Top.
Was this helpful? What can we do to improve the information? Can't find what you are looking
for? Reach out to our customer care team to receive information on technical support,
assistance for complaints and more. Contact support. We use cookies to provide you with a
better onsite experience. By continuing to browse the site you are agreeing to our use of
cookies in accordance with our Cookie Policy. Configuration Cable Part Number. COM Port
Settings. Rack PDU. Rack Air Removal Unit. Intelligent and efficient network power protection
from entry level to scaleable runtime. Ideal UPS for servers, point-of-sale, routers, switches,
hubs and other Find a Reseller Support. Power protection and management solutions from
home to data center to industrial environments. Battery backup and surge protection for
computer systems, home networking, external storage, gaming, home servers and other
electronics. Help me choose. Power availability and management for entry-level to
high-performance servers, storage and business networking systems. Secure power systems
for special single phase and 3 Phase UPS applications including industrial UPS, controls and
renewable energy, marine, telecommunications, global deployment and other special
configurations. Software, network management cards, and peripherals for UPS management
and safe system shutdown. Products 1 of results. Filter by. More than VA Power Capacity Watts.
Less Than Watts 4. More than 2, Watts Battery Type. External battery system Lead-acid battery
Li-Ion Lithium-Ion 5. Lithium Ion 1. No internal battery - uses external battery system 1. VRLA
Input Voltage. Nominal Output Voltage. Cord Length. Output Connection Count. Output
Connection Type. NEMA R IEC Jumpers IEC C19 IEC C13 Screw terminals 4. Anderson 3. Screw
Terminals 1. NEMA R 1. Rack Height. Black White Silver White RAL Grey Green 1. Light grey

Beige Slate grey 1. Black aluminium 1. RAL 1. Black with silver front bezel 2. Charcoal 4.
Regulatory Approvals. Input Connection Type. NEMA P Hard wire 3-wire 3. IEC C13 1. CEI Italian
2. BSA British IEC C20 IEC C14 2. IEC C20 5. IEC C14 1. Product Orientation. Tower Rack Rack
using Kit Wall Mount 1. Wall mount 1. Product Type. Accessories 1. Backplate 8. Battery
Management 1. Cable 1. Cloud-enabled monitoring Configurable Power Distribution 1. Console
Port Server 1. Cooling Dry contact management 2. Entry level 6. Environmental management 1.
Environmental manager 1. Extended run Extended run, Network card pre-installed 1. Gaming
performance 6. High density Interface expanders 1. Licenses 2. Lithium-Ion 5. MGE network
management cards 4. MIB 1. Modular Power Distribution 2. Mounting rails 6. Netbotz security
and environmental monitoring Network card pre-installed 9. Rack Automatic Transfer Switch 5.
Rackmount power distribution 5. Rackmount powerview 1. Spare part kits Stabilization 2.
Supplemental options 4. Symmetra PX kW Symmetra PX 20kW 1. Symmetra PX 40kW 5. TAA
Compliant UPS network management card - language packs 4. UPS network management cards
2 1. UPS network management cards 3 2. Vendor specific ups cables 1. Double conversion
online Double Conversion Online Line interactive Standby Sort by. Best Seller. Best Value. View
alternative. Load more. Related Media. We use cookies to provide you with a better onsite
experience. By continuing to browse the site you are agreeing to our use of cookies in
accordance with our Cookie Policy. All done! We are excited that you have joined the group.
You will receive your welcome email soon describing the program and what to expect in the
upcoming weeks. Sales Support chat is currently offline. Products to compare: 0. Clear List.
Compare Now. Which is the greatest modern APC and why? Our Top 10 analysis is based on
the combined score of protection, firepower, capacity and mobility. All of the armored vehicles
mentioned here are great, however not all of them have seen combat during military operations
yet. Analysis is based on specifications and available data. Why all APCs listed here are
wheeled? Because currently there is a trend that tracked vehicles are retired from this role due
to their poor protection against mines. Why all APCs listed here have 8x8 configuration?
Because 8x8 configuration offers better overall mobility, internal volume and payload capacity.
This list includes only operational vehicles, that are currently in production. After exhaustive
research I was surprised with the results. Currently top 10 best armored personnel carriers in
the world are these:. This armored vehicle was first publicly revealed in Slovak military plans to
order 81 of these armored vehicles for delivery between and It is heavier than the standard AMV,
which is already one of the heaviest and most protected armored personnel carrier in the world.
It weights more, is better protected and packs heavier punch than most armored personnel
carriers. All-round protection is against Vehicle also has a top-class mine protection. It
withstands blasts equivalent to 10 kg of TNT under any wheel or anywhere under the hull. An
NBC protection system is fitted as standard. A baseline armored personnel carrier is proposed
with a remotely-controlled weapon station, armed with a Slovak armored vehicles will be fitted
with a locally-produced Turra 30 remotely-controlled turret, armed with a 30 mm cannon, 7. This
armored vehicle is powered by a Scania DC13 turbocharged diesel engine, developing hp. On
water it is propelled by two rear-mounted waterjets. However once extra armor is fitted it is no
longer amphibious. It revealed in This APC has significant export success. Export operators are
Croatia, Poland and Slovenia. Some other countries also ordered this armored vehicle. With
maximum level of protection the front arc of the AMV withstands 30 mm armor-piercing rounds.
It withstands blasts equivalent to 10 kg of TNT. Two uparmored Polish Army vehicles were hit in
Afghanistan by RPG-7 rockets, however armor was not penetrated and vehicles managed to
return to base. The baseline version is armed with remotely-controlled This APC is fitted with a
powerful engine, developing or hp. The baseline variant is fully amphibious. It was revealed in
The Piranha V is in service with Monaco. Recently it was also selected by Denmark, Romania
and Spain. Vehicle has an all-welded steel armor hull with integrated add-on composite modular
armor. With maximum level of protection the Piranha V withstands 25 mm armor-piercing
rounds all-round. Vehicle has a double floor with a V-shaped hull and is well protected against
landmines and IED blasts. It withstands a 10 kg anti-tank mine blast under any wheel. This APC
is also available with active protection system. In APC configuration this vehicle is proposed
with a Though heavier armament can be also fitted. An uparmored and well armed Piranha V
can be even considered as a wheeled infantry fighting vehicle. The Piranha V is fitted with a
powerful engine, developing hp. It has good off-road mobility due to its height-adjustable
semi-active hydropneumatic suspension. It was developed by General Dynamics Land Systems.
Upgrades were based on the lessons learned by the Canadian Army during combat operations.
It was planned that all of these vehicles will be upgraded until These will form the backbone of
the Canadian armored vehicle fleet. The new LAV 6. Saudi Arabia ordered a total of LAV 6. The
upgraded LAV 6. A fully upgraded vehicle with add-on armor kit weights just over 28 t.
Protection has been improved, though many of the core design elements remain the same.

Currently it is one of the most protected armored personnel carrier in the world. It can be even
considered as a wheeled IFV. The most notable difference of the upgraded LAV 6. It was added
for improved protection against landmines and improvised explosive devices. Crew members
and troops are seated on energy absorbing seats. It looks like with this kit maximum level of
all-round protection is against Cage armor can be installed for protection against anti-tank
rockets and missiles. The baseline Canadian Army vehicle has a two-man turret, armed with an
M Bushmaster 25 mm chain gun. This weapon has an effective range of 2. There is also a
coaxial 7. Another 5. Other weapons can be also fitted. Saudi Arabia ordered the LAV 6. The
LAV 6. It automatically corrects for target range and crossing speed. Turret sights have been
upgraded. The new thermal sight and intensification sight have extended ranges. So overall
surveillance capability of the vehicle improved. The gunner can spot a man at a range of 1.
Furthermore the LAV 6. This armored vehicle is powered by a hp Caterpillar diesel engine.
Actually it is the first wheeled 8x8 APC, developed in Israel. A prototype of the Eitan was first
publicly revealed in After testing this armored vehicles was approved for procurement. Mass
production commenced in It will become operational with the IDF in The Eitan has a typical
layout for a modern APC. It weights around t and is well protected. Actually it could be one of
the most protected wheeled APCs in the world. Vehicle has a V-shaped hull for improved
protection against mines and improvised explosive devices. However so far there were no
official data regarding its ballistic and mine protection. Most likely that front arc withstands hits
from mm cannons and all-round protection is against In terms of mine protection it is likely that
this vehicle was designed to withstand blasts equivalent to 10 kg of TNT. The Eitan will be fitted
with Iron Fist advanced active protection system. Prototype of the Eitan is fitted with a remotely
controlled weapon station, armed with a Other weapons, such as 30 mm or 40 mm automatic
cannons, will be also available on production version of the Eitan. At least part of the IDF's
Eitans will be fitted with unmanned turrets. This APC is powered by a turbocharged diesel
engine, developing hp. The M Dragoon is an upgraded version of the M Stryker with
significantly increased lethality. However it lacks protections for a true wheeled IFV. Still though
it is better protected than many other contemporary armored personnel carriers, including
Russian and Chinese designs. Maximum level of all-round protection with add-on ceramic
armor is against This vehicle was designed to survive mine blasts. It is claimed that Stryker
series vehicles are superior to other armored personnel carriers regarding survivability against
mines and improvised explosive devices. Dragoons employed in combat zones can be fitted
fitted with steel cages, called slat armor, that provides protection against anti-tank rockets and
missiles. Recently an explosive reactive armor kit was designed for this vehicle. The M Dragoon
is fitted with unmanned turret, armed with a 30 mm cannon. It can effectively engage lightly
armored vehicles up to a range of 3 m. This cannon also fires airburst rounds that explode
above the target. It allows to hit people hiding in trenches and behind walls. These rounds are
also effective against unmanned aerial vehicles. This APC is fitted with a battlefield information
management system. It links up with other similarly equipped vehicles and command posts. It
displays position information of friendly vehicles. Each brigade has more than Strykers of all
variants, including APCs, reconnaissance vehicles, mm fire support vehicles, mm mortar
carriers, command vehicles, armored enginer vehicles, ambulances, anti-tank missile carriers
and NBC reconnaissance vehicles. These brigades can be airlifted and deployed anywhere in
the world within 96 hours. The Ares is a new British armored vehicle. It is not a typical infantry
section carrier vehicle, but rather a specialist team carrier vehicle. It was designed to carry
combat engineer, battlefield reconnaissance or air defense missile teams with associated
equipment. First pre-production vehicles were delivered to the British Army in This new
armored vehicle is technologically advanced. It has a modular armor and innovative protection
against mine blasts. It is claimed that it is the best in terms of protection and survivability in its
class. It offers high level of protection against small arms fire, artillery shell splinters and mine
blasts. Crew and passengers are seated on mine blast resistant seats. This armored vehicle is
also fitted with electronic counter measure system, laser warning system, local situational
awareness system and some other systems. It looks that the Ares is one of the most protected
armored personnel carriers, available today. Add-on armor kit can be fitted when needed.
Improved armor modules can be fitted once these become available. The Ares vehicle weights
around 30 t. With add-on armor its weight is increased to around 40 t. So protection level of the
Ares should be similar to that of a well protected infantry fighting vehicle. Unfortunately the
Ares was never designed to combat hostile armored vehicles and has got no anti-armor
capability. Its armament is purely defensive and is limited to a remotely-controlled Most other
armored vehicles on this list are capable of carrying cannons and even anti-tank missiles. The
Ares has superior mobility due to its tracked configuration. It outperforms any wheeled APCs in
terms of off-road mobility. The Singaporean Terrex is one of the latest and most advanced

armored personnel carriers. It entered service with Singaporean armed forces in Maximum level
of all-round protection is against Vehicle has a double V-shaped hull, which deflects mine blasts
away from the vehicle. The Terrex can withstand up to 12 kg TNT explosion under the hull and
the vehicle still keep on moving. The baseline version is armed with remotely-controlled 40 mm
automatic grenade launcher and coaxial 7. Alternatively it can be fitted with remotely-controlled
The Terrex is fitted with a powerful engine, developing hp. This armored personnel carrier is
exceptionally mobile due to its powerful engine and advanced independent suspension system.
This APC is amphibious. The Boxer is one of the latest and most advanced armored personnel
carriers. It was jointly developed by Germany and Netherlands. As with all German vehicles it is
well engineered and reliable. It is a truly modular vehicle with interchangeable snap-in modules.
It uses a single chassis for different purposes, including infantry carrier, command vehicle,
ambulance, supply carrier and so on. Modules can be replaced in less than an hour. Some other
armored vehicles are also claimed to be modular. However they never really exploit their
modularity. Modular armor of the Boxer is made with special ceramic mix. Every mission
module has its own primary safety cell. It is claimed that front armor withstands 30 mm rounds.
Damaged armor slabs can be easily replaced in field condition. The triple hull floor is shaped for
maximum protection against anti-tank mines. Despite being well protected the standard Boxer
is armed only with remotely controlled There are some proposed versions with turret-mounted
cannons. The Bumerang is a new-generation Russian armored personnel carrier. The Bumerang
was first publicly revealed in During the same year a handful of pre-production vehicles were
delivered to the Russian Army. Initially it was planned that full-scale production could begin in
However it was delayed due to funding problems. It is estimated that Russian Army has a
requirement for around 2 Bumerang armored personnel carriers. The Bumerang is a clean sheet
design. It is not based on any previous Russian APC. Actually it resembles Western wheeled
armored vehicles. Design flaws of the previous Soviet and Russian APCs, such as rear-mounted
engine, side exit and cramped crew compartment were fixed. It is believed that maximum level
of all-round protection with add-on armor is against Vehicle has a V-shaped hull and can
survive mine blasts. The Bumerang is fitted with remotely-controlled turret, armed with a 30 mm
cannon, coaxial 7. There is also a version armed with a single Vehicle is fully-amphibious. On
water is is propelled by two waterjets. Top 10 Main Battle Tanks. Top 10 IFVs. Top 10 SPHs. The
total load power draw entered exceeds the maximum value for this product W. Please enter load
to see estimated run time. Please enter load to see calculated "Max. Capacity Used". Sign in
Create Account. Our Partners. Find a Reseller. Product Support. Product Overview Technical
Specifications. Sorry, currently we don't have additional content for this product, but we are
working on it. Want additional product information? Load the product overview with videos,
comparison and features. Run time for load W. Run time for load. Enter the total load power
draw of all devices to be protected by the UPS here. Based on the value entered we will estimate
the run time that you will have during a total power outage. Adding run time increases
availability by allowing the system to operate through longer outages without shutting down.
Capacity Used. The maximum percentage of UPS capacity used to support your specified load.
Nominal Output Voltage V. Nominal Input Voltage V. Cord Length 4. Maximum Input Current
This LED informs users of potentially dangerous wiring problems in the wall circuit. Provides
protection of connected equipment from power surges on the data lines. Ensures clean,
uninterrupted power to protected equipment while batteries are being replaced. Provides peace
of mind by providing professional data recovery services in the event data is lost due to the
failure of the unit. Increases UPS availability by allowing quick, easy battery replacement.
Protect equipment with input transformer blocks without blocking access to other receptacles.
Battery-protected and surge-only outlets Reserves power capacity and run time for connected
equipment that require UPS battery back-up while providing surge only protection for less
critical equipment. LED status display Quickly understand unit and power status with visual
indicators. Audible alarms Provides notification of changing utility power and UPS power
conditions. Intelligent battery management Maximizes battery performance, life, and reliability
through intelligent, precision charging. Battery failure notification Provides early-warning fault
analysis on batteries enabling timely preventive maintenance. Automatic self-test Periodic
battery self-test ensures early detection of a battery that needs to be replaced. Safety-agency
approved Ensures the product has been tested and approved to work safely with the connected
service provider equipment and within the specified environment. Battery and surge protected
outlets Back up and protect your hardware and data during power outages, surges and spikes.
Surge only outlets Protect secondary electronics from surges and spikes without reducing
battery power used to run primary electronics during an outage. Technical Specifications Print.
Topology Standby. Waveform type Stepped approximation to a sinewave. Maximum Output
Current Transfer Time 8 ms typical : 12 ms maximum. Input voltage range for main operations

90 - V. Number of Power Cords 1. Battery type Lead-acid battery. Typical recharge time 24hour
s. Replacement Battery RBC Expected Battery Life years 2 - 5. RBC Quantity 1. Runtime View
Runtime Graph. View Runtime Chart. Efficiency View Efficiency Graph. Interface Port s USB.
Control panel LED status display with on line : on battery : replace battery and building wiring
fault. Audible Alarm Alarm when on battery : distinctive low battery alarm. Surge Protection and
Filtering. Surge energy rating Joules. Maximum Height 3. Maximum Width 7. Maximum Depth
Net Weight Shipping weight Shipping Height 5. Shipping Width 9. Shipping Depth Color Black.
Master Carton Units 2. Master Carton Weight Units per Pallet SCC Codes Operating Elevation 0 ft 0 - meters. Storage Elevation 0 - ft 0 - meters. Audible noise at 1 meter from surface of unit
Standard warranty 3 years repair or replace. Sustainable Offer Status. RoHS Compliant. PEP
Available in Documentation tab. Proposition 65 Warning Available in Documentation tab. View
Cart. Continue Shopping Checkout. We use cookies to provide you with a better onsite
experience. By continuing to browse the site you are agreeing to our use of cookies in
accordance with our Cookie Policy. Warning : your browser configuration is not supported.
Please ensure you are using a modern browser, also check your security settings. Learn More.
Our next-generation Smart-UPS support remote monitoring on a secure web portal, so you can
stay up-to-date on the status of your power infrastructure. Maximize the lifespan of your UPS,
and protect your investment, with pro-active notifications for firmware upgrade, device
maintenance and warranty protection. This service adheres to the latest industry standards in
secure data collection, secure data processing and in maintaining security of our infrastructure.
For more details, please view our Security Strategy page. Simple to deploy and no SNMP
programming required. I have no time to actively monitor all the equipment we have. Simple to
se
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t up and remote access from anywhere. It gives me added peace of mind with automatic
notifications. Just another reason why I trust APC! The dedicated SmartConnect Ethernet Port
makes set up easy; it requires no additional hardware or software. Get Started Log In. Secure,
remote monitoring Our next-generation Smart-UPS support remote monitoring on a secure web
portal, so you can stay up-to-date on the status of your power infrastructure. Pro-active lifecycle
notifications Maximize the lifespan of your UPS, and protect your investment, with pro-active
notifications for firmware upgrade, device maintenance and warranty protection. APC keeps
your data secure This service adheres to the latest industry standards in secure data collection,
secure data processing and in maintaining security of our infrastructure. It's easy to get started.
For Business. For Resellers. Small Business Office Manager I have no time to actively monitor
all the equipment we have. Monitoring made easy. Get Started.

